Numerical calculation of large material deformation has been a significant challenge for many numerical methods, especially when the problem involves fluid-structure interactions or history dependent materials. To calculate strain or stress in a solid material, one either uses a Lagrangian mesh, such as that used in a finite element method, to track the history of the material deformation, or advects the strain or stress through an Eulerian mesh. In cases of large material deformation, the first approach often suffers the difficulty of mesh distortion and tangling, while the second approach suffers numerical diffusion causing inaccurate results and difficulties in calculating history dependent quantities, such as failure or damage. The material point method is an advanced version of the particle-in-cell (PIC) method and is based on the concept of weak solution for differential equations. The dual domain material point (DDMP) method contains a latest improvement of the material point method. The improvement leads to the applicability of the method to problems involving extreme material deformations and complex fluid-structure interactions. We have also applied the DDMP method to multiphase flows resulting from the transition of a material from a continuous state to a disperse state. In this talk, I will introduce the concept of weak solution, the material point method, and its latest improvement. Several numerical results for extreme material deformation problems will be compared to experiments.
